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Code for your latest paper



Why do it?
● Making source code available helps your ideas spread faster
● More people will understand what you did
● Sharing your code will raise your profile
● Basically free, no promise of support or further development



What does successful software
look like?
Plan A - join someone else
How to find existing projects?
● Ask a friend
● Ask google
● Specialist websites like libraries.io
Ask a friend
How to find other projects?
How to choose?
How to choose between all the options?
● Do I know someone else who is using it?
● Works well with what I already have?
● Can I modify it?
● Does it look “good”?
● Documentation and examples?
● How can I get help?
● Is the project still alive?
How to choose between the options?
How to choose between the options?
How to choose between the options?
How to choose between the options?
How to get unstuck?
How to get help?
● In general people love to help.
● Show that you tried to help yourself.
● People are volunteering their time, respect it.
● Grammar and spelling, srsly.
● Make a simple example https://stackoverflow.com/help/mcve
People like helping,
...
How to get help?
How to get help?
Don’t ask for help when 
you are angry.
Grammur and Speeling. Srsly.
Contribute back?
How to contribute?
● Learn the mechanics of working in a team
● Make your changes official so you don’t have to keep modifying code
● Get reputation and credit for your work
● Mentorship from (world) experts on the topic
● Meet interesting people
I am too busy ...



Creating software is a craft,
be an apprentice.
nilearn - examples are 
reproducible science
http://nilearn.github.io/auto_examples/02_decoding/plot_miyaw
aki_reconstruction.html 
Plan B - write your own
Choices and preliminary things
● Make it extremely focussed, one small part of your PhD thesis, that lots of 
people want
● What is the mission of your project?
● Persuade a friend to join you
scikit-optimize:
● easy to install
● good documentation
● expensive, black-box 
functions
Manoj, Gilles and Tim
Getting started, from zero to one
Keep it simple.
Very simple.
Simple
code base
Quality is free

Discuss code changes 
with someone
From one to ten
Get users!
How do others choose between all the options?
● Do I know someone else who is using it?
● Works well with what I already have?
● Can I modify it?
● Does it look “good”?
● Documentation and examples?
● How can I get help?
● Is the project still alive?
How do others profit 
when they contribute?
How do others get help?

Automate things
Automate things
From ten to infinity
What if you left now?
Distributed leadership: Mozilla Open Leadership Training
Summary
Don’t maintain code
Join an existing project
This is a long term investment
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More reading
● https://opensource.guide/
● https://mozilla.github.io/leadership-training/
● Can I modify it?
● Does it look “good”?
● Documentation and examples?
● How can I get help?
● Is the project still alive?
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